1. Introduction

The high competition on the forged product supply market more and more often makes the quality of the offered forgings, beside the price of the product, the decisive parameter in the selection of the supplier. This is especially important when the recipient of the product is the automotive or aviation industry, where these requirements are at the highest level. The process of die forging is one of the most difficult production processes with respect to implementation. Despite the fact that this technology is relatively well-known, the proper production, especially of forgings of a complicated shape, which will meet the requirements regarding the precision and quantity made by the recipients, requires high experience from the technologists and operators. At each stage of the forging process, there is a potential risk of error, which lowers the quality of the produced forgings. One of the basic factors affecting the forging quality is the life of the auxiliary equipment.

In the article, the authors present an innovative approach consisting in an analysis of the wear (shape changes) of one of the forging tools directly during production, with the use of a laser scanner, without the necessity of their disassembly from the forging unit. The tests consisted in direct measurements of the shape changes of cyclically sampled forgings during the forging process (every 1000 item), and next, based on the proceeding wear, an indirect analysis was performed of the shape change of the impression of the selected tool, i.e. a filler. At the time of the short technological intervals in the process, direct measurements were performed of the tool itself, with the purpose of verifying the results of the forgings' measurement in relation to the actual changes in the tool. The performed analyses showed a good agreement of the geometrical properties of the surfaces (of the selected forgings representing the proceeding wear of the tool) and the geometrical defect of the working impression of the tool, based on the direct measurements during the production process. The obtained results allow for a fast analysis of the forging tool life with respect to the quality and the quantity (of material defect), which, in consequence, leads to significant economical savings. The proposed method makes it possible to make decisions on the time period of the tool operation based on the tools' actual wear, instead of – as has been the case in forging plants up till now – after the given maximal number of forgings has been made or a premature tool damage has been observed.
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plied tools, as their wear causes a change in the shape of the product, and any surface flaws of the tools (cracks, defects) are represented on the forged product. That is why a detailed quality control is so important during production. At present, such check-ups consist in a visual assessment of the quality of the produced element as well as a measurement of selected control points with the use of traditional measuring devices or simple curve gauges. These methods do not, however, provide the possibility to assess the quality and shape of the whole element and so, more and more often, other measuring methods are applied, such as the ones which use the coordinate measuring technique [3, 7, 9, 10].

The coordinate measuring technique provides a lot of possibilities for the development of modern metrological thought [12, 16, 27]. In the industrial coordinate technology, one can observe new trends. The most conspicuous change is the necessity of using 3D models during measurements which are in accordance with the standards of the GPS measurement chain (Geometrical Product Specifications) [10, 11, 21, 26]. Another important trend is increasing the number of measurement points necessary for determining the analyzed geometrical properties. One of those properties is the volumetric wear parameter, which can also be used in the analysis of the shape changes of forging tools, with the purpose to prognosticate their wear process. Among others, this parameter is used in medicine. For example, in works [1, 17, 18], the authors present the use of a coordinate measuring machine equipped with a contact measuring head for analyzing the volumetric wear parameters of the spherical surfaces of joint prostheses. In work [15], the authors expand the research concerning the analysis of the effect of the change of numerous scanning parameters, with the use of the contact scanning measuring head, whereas the authors of works [2, 18, 25] analyze the ‘beneficial’ effect of increasing the number of measurement points on the accuracy of the determined volumetric parameters.

At present, the industry is increasingly interested in mobile measuring devices. These undoubtedly include measuring arms equipped with linear laser scanners with dedicated specialized software. Measuring arms, through their mobility and universality, are an alternative for the coordinate measuring machines in applications which allow for a lower measuring accuracy [14, 20]. For example, the accuracy of a mobile measuring arm was discussed in work [4], whose authors performed tests consisting in an evaluation of the representation of the nominal shape with the use of the arm as well as the coordinate measuring machines. The 3D scanning technique, also with the use of measuring arms, is mainly applied for the production end quality control [14, 22, 28]. These measurements are the most often based on the assessment of the shape errors of the determined contour and surface [5, 14]. The available literature more and more frequently discusses applications of this kind of methods for the measurement, control and evaluation of the state of swaging tools. An example of such application of the 3D scanning method [13, 23] is the use of an optical scanner for the determination of the shape errors of the given surface and next, on the basis of the obtained data, providing the geometrical specification for the process of rebuilding. Another application of the 3D scanning method with the use of scanners [5, 6, 8, 19, 24] is the use of the analysis of the shape errors of the given surface for the evaluation of the wear of the forging tools – nitrided or coated with hybrid layers. These analyses consist in a comparison of the images obtained from the scanning of the new forging tool before its operation or a reference CAD model and next of the same tool after the forging process, by way of determining the shape errors of the analyzed surface.

The aim of the work is to prove the possibilities of applying a measuring arm with an integrated laser scanner in the control and analysis of the wear process of the selected forging tool, i.e. an upper filler (used in the second operation of die forging), on the basis of the measurement of the shape changes of cyclically sampled forgings, directly during the production process.

2. Test subject

In the industrial production process, controlling the quality and state of the applied tools is quite difficult and troublesome, as it is often connected with the necessity of the tools’ disassembly, which causes long production intervals. A continuous analysis of the quality and life of the tools directly on the production line is important due to the fact that the flaws occurring on the tool are ‘automatically’ transferred to the forging. Often, even a minor defect or wear of the tool in the first operation (preliminary forging) of the multi-operational forging process makes obtaining a forging which meets all of the requirements difficult in the last operation, i.e. the finishing (calibrating) forging [7]. That is why a useful solution can be the possibility to evaluate the shape changes of the tool impressions in the particular operations, performed based on a cyclic control of the tools (measurement through scanning), without the necessity of their disassembly from the forging press (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. View of the press together with assembled forging tools for gearbox lid forging and the measurement by way of filler scanning with the use of the measuring arm, performed directly on the production line

The industrial process of hot die forging of a gearbox lid forging (Fig. 2), used in one of motor-car brands was chosen for the analysis. This element is assembled at the output of the transmission drive shaft. The process is realized in three operations on the P-1800T press. The consecutive operations are: upsetting, blocking and final forging. The forged material is C45 steel with the billet dimensions: diameter 55 cm, length 95 mm, weight 1,77 kg. The initial temperature
of the billet is 1150 °C. The forging tools were made of tool steel for hot operations – WCL (1.2343). After the thermal treatment, the tools assigned for the second and third operation additionally undergo thermo-chemical treatment (nitriding), with the purpose to increase their abrasive wear resistance. During their operation, these tools undergo very high cyclic thermal (from 80 to 600 °C) and mechanical (0-800 MPa) loads. As a result of such extreme working conditions, their wear rate is high.

A detailed analysis was performed of one of the tools used in the second forging operation – the upper insert filler (Fig. 2a). The tools used in the second operation (blocking) undergo the highest loads, due to the fact that in this operation, the forging is formed to the highest extent. For the selected filler, tests were conducted in order to determine its tool life directly on the production line (without its disassembly from the forging press), on the basis of the measurements of the forgings’ shape changes during the forging process (Fig. 2b) by way of scanning. At the time of the short technological intervals in the process, direct measurements were performed of the (analyzed) tool itself, with the purpose to verify the results of the forging measurement in relation to the actual changes in the tool (Fig. 3).

The average tool life is relatively low and equals about 6700 forgings, which is connected with the occurrence of many destructive mechanisms simultaneously. The average tool life for the remaining tools in this process equals about 9000 items.

The most frequent defects of this tool include: plastic deformations, mechanical microcracks, thermal microcracks, wear through abrasion, fracture and chipping off of tool parts. At the time of the whole production process, the shape changes proceed with varying intensity at the particular stages of operation, which additionally complicates the analysis of the tool life as well as the actions connected with this measurement [9].

3. Tool and measuring method description

In the measurements of the shape changes of the forgings and the filler, the measuring arm ROMER Absolute ARM 7520si was used (Fig. 4) together with the Polyworks 2014 software and the Real Time Quality Meshing technology. The measuring arm is equipped with seven rotation axes. Each axis includes an absolute encoder which measures the rotation angle of the kinematic pair, which does not require initialization or heating. The arm enables contact measurements as well as optical ones. For the tests, the non-contact measuring method was chosen with the use of the laser scanning system RS2 integrated with the arm. The integrated RS2 scanner characterizes in the possibility to collect up to 50000 points/s for 1000 points on the line at the linear frequency of 50 Hz.

In order to determine the possibility of applying 3D scanning in the tests of tool shape changes in the analyzed process, it was necessary to determine the optimal surface parameters for the comparison of the measuring data obtained from scanning the filler before and after operation. The selection of the optimal surface fragments aimed at the possibility to obtain the proper data comparison method and thus to assure the most accurate measuring results for the desired shape change.
In the data approximation process, the best-fit method is used which applies the Gauss approximation algorithm consisting in calculating the mean element. The calculations involve the use of the principle of the least squares of the deviations of the nominal points from the calculated ones. Such a method can cause the results to be encumbered with a large error, when an inappropriate surface for approximation is selected, especially in the case of significant shape errors. The authors also analyzed the effect of the selected reference surface during scanning on the obtaining of results which most correspond to the actual wear value. To that end, verification of the measurement results was performed by means of the laser scanner (in selected points) by way of validation (measurement) on a coordinate machine. The performed verification confirmed the possibility to obtain the declared accuracy of the RS2 linear scanner at the level below 0.058 [mm].

The analyzed filler can be divided into the forming part and the base (Fig. 5). The filler base is responsible for the proper basing of the surfaces forming the forging in relation to the remaining parts of the built-up forging tool.

The surfaces forming the forging belonging to the forming part of the filler (front flat, front conic, side conic), which are responsible for fulfilling the geometrical properties of the end forging product in the second operation, as a result of wear, change their shape together with the number of the produced forgings.

5. Verification of proposed method of filler wear analysis

First, scanning with the use of the Real Time Quality Meshing technology was performed. The result of the particular measurements by means of the 3D scanning technology is a cloud of points. Next, based on the obtained cloud of points, the program opened a polygonal surface consisting of elementary triangles, representing the shape of the measured object.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the shape changes in the forgings after a given number of cycles and after the filler’s wear, for which, in order to verify the proposed method, measurements with the use of the measuring arm together with the scanner were performed during the short technological intervals in the forging process. The presented comparison of the forging scans and the corresponding tools (Fig. 6) is made in the middle and towards the end of the forging process (filler operation), in order to exhibit the increasing areas of wear.

In the analysis of the growth of the volume in the case of the forgings as well as its loss, one can assume that they are both at a similar level. For the forging-filler set of 6000 items, the maximal material growth in the normal direction for the forging equals about +1.5mm, whereas for the tool, the loss is at the level of about 1.4mm. For the set of 12500 items, in turn, the maximal differences in the normal direction equal: +2.3mm for the forging and –2.4mm for the filler. Certain differences in the obtained results can be caused by the particular measuring accuracy of the scanner as well as the temperature conditions of the scanned elements (filler temperature: about 120-150ºC, forging temperature: ambient).

5. Test results

With the purpose of a more thorough analysis of the filler’s wear, on the basis of the measurements of the shape changes of the forgings, scanning was performed for a forging series (every 1000 items), produced by the analyzed filler in the total amount of over 12500 items. Due to the fact that the forging’s temperature, after the forging operation, is about 1000ºC, which makes it impossible to tag the forgings with the purpose of further identification, a specially prepared container with partitions was used (Fig. 7), in which the forgings were placed by the operator.

Fig. 8 presents a comparison of selected scans of the inner part of the forgings, in the form of quantitative shape changes in relation to the CAD model of the nominal forging.

As it was to be expected, the images with the scans for the increasing number of forgings point to a proceeding wear of the tool, i.e. the filler. The wear (on the basis of the volume change) is localized in the central part, in the vicinity of the knock-out opening (grey circle) and it is irregular. This probably results from the manner of providing the
cooling and lubricating agent (inappropriate position of the lubricating nozzles). And so, the proposed method would allow for an early detection of this kind of disadvantageous changes in the lubricating process and the appropriate correction of the position of the lubricating nozzles, which would surely prolong the life of the tools.

Fig. 9. Shows a diagram with a comparison of the material loss (volume changes) of the filler on the basis of the volume changes (adequate growth) for the consecutive forgings from a given series.

On the basis of the presented diagram (Fig. 9) resembling the classic wear curve (Lorenz curve), we can observe interesting relations and distinguish a few ranges (periods) of wear. And so, the wear of the analyzed filler based on the forging scan analysis increases very rapidly at the beginning of the forging process up to about 1000 items (period I). This is connected with the approximation of the whole system, in which we observe a transformation of the initial state of the outside layers of the elements of the filler grinding-in with the forging into the optimal state. After achieving the optimal state, that is over 2000 items, the state of so-called normal operation begins (period II), characterizing in a more or less stabilized level of intensity of the previously mentioned wear phenomena, which, in the analyzed case, goes up to about 8000 items. The volume change for this forging range equals from 900 to 3516mm³, whereas for 8000 items up to the end of the tool operation (over 12500 items), the volume change equals merely 350mm³. On this basis, we can conclude that the state of stabilized wear can be assumed to be between 7000 and 8000 forgings, which can be treated as the beginning of period III of the wear period. This state, for the analyzed tool, is present up to the moment of maximal exploitation, that is 12500 items, and it finishes as a result of exceeding the acceptable shape change of the tool, due to its elimination from further production. The classic Lorenz curve, towards the end of the period of normal operation, usually turns into the state of accelerated wear, which, unfortunately, cannot be observed in the analyzed case. This can be explained by the reduced pressure exerted on the tool as a result of the proceeding wear of the contact surfaces of the tool and the forged forging.

In order to identify the destruction phenomena and mechanisms concerning the forging tools, the authors performed a series of laboratory tests. As a result of a cyclic operation of high thermo-mechanical loads in the whole exploitation period, the tools undergo many destructive phenomena, occurring with different intensity and frequency. The tests revealed that, in the initial period of the forging process (about 400-1000 items), on the analyzed tools, as a result of thermal fatigue, we can observe a primary, and together with the increasing number of forgings, secondary fatigue crack network (Fig. 10). The effect of this is a relatively
large loss (volume change at the level of 404mm³, after about 400-500 forgings) of the tool material. What is more, the test results concerning the properties of the nitrided layer for this type of tools showed that, in the case of abrasive wear as the dominating destructive mechanism, in the initial period (400-500 forgings), we can observe a very rapid „rubbing off“ of the nitrided layer.

In turn, with a larger number of forgings (Fig. 11), after the mentioned stabilized wear has been reached, we can see numerous grooves (in the vicinity of the filler opening) as well as smaller and larger cracks, while it is difficult to observe the characteristic network of cracks originating from thermal fatigue.

The value of stabilized wear for the analyzed tool (up to 7000 items) is probably connected with the intensified abrasive wear, additionally supported by the detaching hard particles (nitrides from the nitrided layer and oxides of the tool material) in the surface layer of the tool, working as abradant.

As regards the range from 8000 to 12500 forgings, the almost constant wear value at the level of about 4440 to 4800mm³ is connected with the reduced pressure on the worn tools (as compared to new ones), which was verified by way of numerical modeling of the forging process.

At present, the authors are conducting research concerning the analysis of the occurrence of the mentioned saturation level with the particular number of forgings for forging tools used in other hot die forging processes.

6. Summary

The performed research with the use of a measuring arm together with an integrated laser scanner for the analysis of the filler wear, on the basis of the measurements of the shape changes of consecutive forgings (directly on the production line) proved the validity of applying new measuring technologies in order to directly analyze the quality and change of the tool shape (without disassembling the instrumentation from the forging unit). Owing to this, such an analysis was possible directly during the production process.

The analysis of the volume growth of consecutive forgings based on the measurements makes it possible to precisely determine the material loss of the forging tool in the consecutive stages of its operation. This is proved by the full correlation between the results of the measurements of the volume changes of the series of the increasing number of produced forgings and the tool in the middle and towards the end of its work.

The innovative approach to evaluating the current state of the forging tool proposed by the authors makes it possible to make decisions about a prolongation or shortening of the time of its operation based on the actual (current) wear, and not on the basis of the strictly set tool life (maximal number of produced forgings). This allows for an optimal use of the given tool, with the preservation of the possibly highest quality of the produced forgings.

This method makes it possible to eliminate the human factor from the process of making decisions by way of determining the geometrical tolerance for the changing shape of the tools correlated with the tolerance and shape of the forgings.

What is more, the proposed method would allow for an early detection of the occurrence of disadvantageous changes during the forging process, such as inappropriate lubrication or a premature fracture of the tool and thus it would enable a fast reaction, that is a proper correction of the position of the lubricating nozzles or an immediate removal of the tool from the production, and retooling.

The exhibited advantages of the proposed new approach to the analysis of the state of the tool based on the measurements of the shape changes of the forgings, with the use of a laser scanner, would surely translate to a prolongation the tool life of the forging instrumentation and a significant reduction of the production costs.
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